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About This Content

The Never Alone soundtrack features a 33-minute audio journey from composer and sound designer Brendan J. Hogan. Re-
mastered music from the game — as well as new and unreleased music — are combined with 3D audio soundscapes and sound
effects to take the listener on a guided journey back through the story of Kisima Inŋitchuŋa. To make the most of the 3D audio

technology, headphones are recommended.

The soundtrack also features eleven bonus tracks from composers Daniel L.K. Caldwell and Colin O'Malley, originally found in
Never Alone's Cultural Insights and trailers.

Look for the music files in your Steam library:
\SteamApps\common\NeverAlone\Soundtrack
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This game is pretty fun. Even thought theres only one map, and the core gameplay is pretty simple, I've come to have a lot of
fun with it. 5/5 tbh. Quick, pixely game with parkour runner mechanics. Mirrors Edge without guns or combat. The story is kind
of hamfisted but ultimately enjoyable. The game is shorter than I would have liked, but that's much better than trying to
artifiially stretch out the game. Would recommend!. works good, i would not say it's worth to buy any of the versions free one
works well enough. Great, love it ! Worth every Cent.

then this
PATCH 1.0.5. happpened

WTF HAPPENED TO THE MUSIC ?
You killed the whole atmosphere with these 8 new added song ...the are lame as ♥♥♥♥ and don´t support the gameplay at all ,
aren´t dynamic or react to the gameplay at all
What makes it even worse .... you can´t switch or cycle through them.

--- you killed the game for me

Add option, so i can slaughter my enemies with the old song on loop forever ... and recommend the game again. This game gets
surprisingly stale quick, on top of that the optimisation is horrible, I have a gtx 1060 and an core i7 and the moment I place
some T-rexes or a flock of seagulls the fps crawls down to a depressing 1-5 frames.
The game feels like a demo than a game.

This game can be good if you have a spare £6.99 to waste and a beefy computer.
But if not, don't bother with this game.
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The game is a bit dumb. I mean I know people who work a 100 hours for week in the summer to get cash. I also know people
with 2 part time jobs in college (working 50 hours a week). I know it is a game and all about meters needed to keep met, but it is
very unrealistic as you go insane after doing like 2 weeks of 100 hours. Also what is up with the minwage or income in this
game. :I like every place suffered from hyper inflation.. good representaion hopefully union pacfic 119 is in the pipeline for the
golden spike feel!. Perfect game for fall! Beautiful scenery. Easy game to play. Very relaxing. I have Windows 10 and it plays
perfectly.. This is one of the best co-op games out there. It wont get you into fights but it will make you laugh your brains out..
best played on a couch.. This is the sequel to "Emily is Away" obviously, (the first game is free by the way, so make sure to
check that out first if you haven't) so I'll start off and say this game plays almost the same as the first but this time you have a
little more freedom. the first game you would respond the way you want and as your character wrote it out your character would
sometimes delete what you really wanted to respond with and write something else instead so really no player choice but with
this game that only happened like once for me, I only played though one of the endings so you maybe you could get that to
happen more but i doubt not that much. So story wise I liked it, you talk to two of your friends Emily and Evelyn while going
through your last year of high school and getting ready for college you start out just chatting with them two helping them
through drama and love then as you start getting near end game your left with a choice of who you want to be with and
whomever you choose the other will get upset and maybe even start ghosting you but later on you might be able to salvage your
relationship and then it basically just ends and I assume it might continue in the third game which is getting worked on right
now. So this game has a good story but nothing mind blowing or anything, just teen\/young adult love story. So if you played the
first and like it or thought it was decent give the sequel a try i think it\u2019s worth it but maybe get it on sale if your unsure if
you'll like it, that\u2019s what i did, got it for $0.99 USD but i would've definitely paid 2ish dollars or so for it. So since we are
at the end of this review now I\u2019ll give my score for this game, personally I give it a solid 7\/10, nothing mind blowing but
it's better than just decent. it\u2019s a fun short game not too much of replay ability but it\u2019s worth it i think. So check it
out if your interested I definitely recommend it.

Edit: Fixed Spelling errors.. Does not sample your music from any source other then microphone. Waste of money. No response
to questions from software maker. Do not waste your money on this.. Ive been trapped at my computer for 3 days. Im running
out of rations. Cant stop playing. Send help.. Too many puzzles for such small pieces of the story. Boring.. Trust me, job or
exams won't outweight the chance of becoming the Wearer of the Wyvern Crown.. Not a radical port, but I believe the whole
idea of releasing this game was nostalgia, which they got perfectly
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